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Foreword

World Development Report 1991, the fourteenth in institutions. Competition fosters innovation, the
this annual series, synthesizes and interprets the diffusion of technology, and the efficient use of
lessons of more than forty years of development resources. Third, successful economic develop-
experience. This Report, together with last year's ment requires the integration of countries with the
on poverty and next year's on the environment, global economy. Openness to international flows
seeks to provide a comprehensive overview of the of goods, services, capital, labor, technology, and
development agenda. ideas spurs economic growth. Fourth, a stable

The 1990s began with dramatic changes. Many macroeconomic foundation is essential to sus-
countries in Eastern Europe and elsewhere initi- tained progress. Restoring the confidence of the
ated ambitious reforms of their economic and po- private sector is now a major challenge for several
litical systems. These reforms reflect both the accu- countries with a long history of macroeconomic
mulated evidence on economic policies and instability.
fundamental changes in the political environment. What are the prospects for rapid development in
Not only in Eastern Europe, but also in Africa, the years ahead? The Report notes that a favorable
Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East, people international climate is critical for future develop-
are seeking escape from poverty and oppression to ment. The effects of the policies of industrial coun-
gain control over their own destinies and find bet- tries on development grow, as more developing
ter lives for themselves and their families. Against countries turn outward and the world becomes
the backdrop of these transitions, this year's Re- more and more interdependent. But the Report
port links the historical debates that counseled stresses that, above all, the future of developing
policymakers in their past decisions, the lessons of countries is in their own hands. Domestic policies
experience, and the evolving thought on how best and institutions hold the key to successful devel-
to proceed. opment. With strong and sustained reforms at

One of the most valuable lessons relates to the home, the Report concludes, the pace of develop-
interaction between the state and the market in ment can be substantially increased-to lift mil-
fostering development. Experience shows that lions of people out of poverty by the end of the
success in promoting economic growth and pov- decade.
erty reduction is most likely when governments Like its predecessors, World Development Report
complement markets; dramatic failures result 1991 includes the World Development Indicators,
when they conflict. The Report describes a market- which offer selected social and economic statistics
friendly approach in which governments allow on 124 countries. The Report is a study by the staff
markets to function well, and in which govern- of the World Bank, and the judgments made
ments concentrate their interventions on areas in herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the
which markets prove inadequate. Board of Directors or the governments they

The Report looks at four main aspects of the represent.
relationship between governments and markets.
First, investing in people requires an efficient pub-
lic role. Markets alone generally do not ensure that
people, especially the poorest, receive adequate Barber B. Conable
education, health care, nutrition, and access to President
family planning. Second, essential for enterprises Thesident
to flourish is an enabling climate-one that in- TheWorldBank
cludes competition, adequate infrastructure, and May 31, 1991
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Definitions and data notes

A note on data selection sification is fixed for any edition, all the historical
data presented are based on the same country

The data used in this World Development Report
cover a range of time periods and are from more grouping. The country groups used in this Report
than 100 countries (both industrial and develop- are defmed as follows.
ing). Data availability was the primary criterion for * Low-income economies are those with a GNP per
usage; other criteria varied from chapter to chap- capita of $580 or less in 1989.
ter. For details, see the technical note at the end of * Middle-income economies are those with a GNP
the main text. per capita of more than $580 but less than $6,000 in

1989. A further division, at GNP per capita of
Country groups $2,335 in 1989, is made between lower-middle-in-

For operational and analytical purposes the World come and upper-middle-income economies.
Bank's main criterion for classifying economies is p High-income economies are those with a GNP
according to their gross national product (GNP) per capita of $6,000 or more in 1989.
per capita. Every economy is classified as low-in- Low-income and middle-income economies are
come, middle-income (subdivided into lower-mid- sometimes referred to as developing economies.
dle and upper-middle), or high-income. In addi- The use of the term is convenient; it is not in-
tion to classification by income, other analytical tended to imply that all economies in the group are
groups are based on regions, exports, and levels of experiencing similar development or that other
external debt. economies have reached a preferred or final stage

In this edition of World Development Report and of development. Classification by income does not
its statistical annex, the World Development Indi- necessarily reflect development status. (In the
cators (WDI), minor changes to country classifica- World Development Indicators, high-income econ-
tion have been introduced. The changes are: (a) omies classified by the United Nations or other-
the "nonreporting nonmembers" group is now wise regarded by their authorities as developing
"other economies" and includes only Albania are identified by the symbol t). The use of the term
Cuba, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and "countries" to refer to economies implies no judg-
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR); (b) ment by the Bank about the legal or other status of
"total reporting economies" is replaced by a territory.
"world." Note that the definition of "oil ex- * "Other economies" are Albania, Cuba, Demo-
porters" has been changed (see the definition in cratic People's Republic of Korea, and the Union of
the analytical groups below). As in previous edi- Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). In the main ta-
tions, this Report uses the latest GNP per capita bles of the World Development Indicators, only
estimates to classify countries. The country com- aggregates are shown for this group, but Box A.2
position of each income group may therefore in the technical notes to the WDI contains key indi-
change from one edition to the next. Once the clas- cators reported for each of these countries.
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* "World" comprises all economies, including est to exports (20 percent). The twenty countries
economies with less than 1 million population, are Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, People's Re-
which are not shown separately in the main tables. public of the Congo, Costa Rica, C6te d'Ivoire, Ec-
See the technical notes to the WDI for aggregation uador, Arab Republic of Egypt, Honduras, Hun-
methods used to retain the same country group gary, Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Peru,
across time. Philippines, Poland, Senegal, Uruguay, and

Venezuela.
Analytical groups * OECD members, a subgroup of "high-income

economies," comprises the members of the Or-
For analytical purposes, other overlapping classi- ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
fications based predominantly on exports or exter- opment except for Greece, Portugal, and Turkey,
nal debt are used in addition to geographic coun- which are included among the middle-income
try groups. The lists provided below are of economies.
economies in these groups that have populations
of more than 1 million. Countries with less than 1 Geographic regions (low-income and
million population, although not shown sepa- middle-income economies)
rately, are included in group aggregates. a Sub-Saharan Africa comprises all countries

- Oil exporters are countries for which exports of south of the Sahara except South Africa.
petroleum and gas, including reexports, account * Europe, Middle East, and North Africa comprises
for at least 50 percent of exports of goods and ser- the middle-income European countries of Bul-
vices. They are People's Republic of the Congo, garia, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Hungary, Poland,
Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, Portugal, Romania, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, and
Oman, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago, United all the economies of North Africa and the Middle
Arab Emirates, and Venezuela. Although the East, and Afghanistan. For some analyses in World
USSR meets the established criterion, because of Development Report, Eastern Europe (Hungary,
data limitations it is excluded from this group Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia) is treated
measure. separately.

* Severely indebted middle-income countries (abbre- * East Asia comprises all the low- and middle-
viated to "severely indebted" in the World Devel- income economies of East and Southeast Asia and
opment Indicators) are twenty countries that are the Pacific, east of and including China and
deemed to have encountered severe debt-servicing Thailand.
difficulties. These are defined as countries in * South Asia comprises Bangladesh, Bhutan, In-
which three of the four key ratios are above critical dia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.
levels: debt to GNP (50 percent), debt to exports of * Latin America and the Caribbean comprises all
goods and all services (275 percent), accrued debt American and Caribbean economies south of the
service to exports (30 percent), and accrued inter- United States.
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Data notes * The symbol .. in tables means not available.

. Billion is 1,000 million. * The symbol - in tables means not applicable.
* Trillion is 1,000 billion. . The number 0 or 0.0 in tables and figures

Tons aremetrictons equalto ,000 kilograms, means zero or a quantity less than half the unit
or 2'204.6 pounds. shown and not known more precisely.

or 2,204.6 pounds.
* Dollars are current U.S. dollars unless other- The cutoff date for all data in the World Devel-

wise specified. opment Indicators is April 30, 1991.
* Growth rates are based on constant price data Historical data in this Report may differ from

and, unless otherwise noted, have been computed those in previous editions because of continuous
with the use of the least-squares method. See the updating as better data become available, because
technical note to the World Development Indica- of a change to a new base year for constant price
tors for details of this method. data, and because of changes in country composi-

* The symbol I in dates, as in "1988/89," means tion in income and analytical groups.
that the period of time may be less than two years Economic and demographic terms are defined in the
but straddles two calendar years and refers to a technical note to the World Development
crop year, a survey year, or a fiscal year. Indicators.
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